Way Back When!!!

Varsity Crew Defeats Cornell By Two and Three-Quarters Lengths In First Important Crew Victory

As last it happened. After going through the stages of development and performing in a manner manner crew was inaugurated. Techno-
ology has at last made a place for himself in the crew world. Coach Bill Harrison of Harvard over a two-lane course on Cayuga Lake says this meant the crew's development, leaving no question as to which was the better eight. Almost three lengths separated Captains Eaton's -past from the Cornell shell when the Engineers crossed the line a win in 11 minutes 5 6/5.

Saturday's victory marks the first time a Technology crew has defeated one of the feared leaders among the college crews of the East, and probably Harvard's Counselors' men as future contenders for eastern crew honors. Cornellers had high hopes for next season, few dared hope this victory against the team that was. Both Captains turned the trick and what he said the other day has been the keynotes of the crew's efforts. "We will not be satisfied with this victory, and after that not until we continue to win victories."

The recent victory raises the question of whether or not the Engineers are ready for the big tests of the season. Captain Eaton has taken the bow seat, and held up a little on Cornell on the final stretch of water near the finish. Cornell never threat-ened Technology, although they did try to speed during the course of the race, they were not able to keep up the pace. The Engineers appeared to have the advantage in everything except weight. Amazingly well, had the reserve power of the Engineers voluntarily called for, and used good judgment as to rowing over the final punch. Many crews came around the bow seat they had subject-day to get a bit in a boost, in which they never torow where Cornell's own chair had their own.

Congratulations

All who watched the race congratulated the Engineers on their showing and the Cornell coaches Haile and Newman gave Cornell the warmest of compliments for the way the crew performed. The showing Technology made was considered by the followers of the crew in the East as quite more and the opinion seemed to be that a new opponent was worthy of competing with first class crews from those who welcome in college crew circles.

* * *

This Impending race took place on the first day of the spring, May 14, 1924. Since then the heat have acquired numerous shells and the best of equipment.

Varsity Coach Jelio McDill and Coach Council are both of the opinion that the Engineers will produce many notable crews and have helped make the Engineers a real factor among the nationally favored experts at Athens. With the engineers having done so much, bad luck, the Engineers crew look forward to a noteworthy victory next year.

The Stockholders at their annual meeting on Wednesday, October 1st, made the following nominations for Stock-holders, Officers and Directors:

STOCKHOLDERS: to hold office for five years

Francis M. Rogers
E. Pennell Brooks

OFFICERS: to hold office for one year

President
Chairman, Executive Committee
Vice President, in Chutes
Legal Matters
Secretary
Treasurer

OTHER DIRECTORS:

From Harvard-at-Large
Delmar L. Lyon

From M.I.T.-at-Large
Elliott Perkins
Archibald Cox

From Officers of Harvard
Ralph E. Farnum

From Alumni of Harvard
Harold E. Lobdell

From Students of M.I.T.
Kenneth B. Mardock

From Harvard Class of '08
William J. Bingham

From Harvard Class of '09
James M. Story

From Harvard Class of '12
Daniel Lee Ritchie

From Harvard Class of '13
John Timothy Anderson

The Tech

Three Eastern Students Now Attending Institute On Rotary Fellowships

Under terms of the Rotary Foundation Fellowships three graduates who are from the University of the University of Beirut in 1945, and the degree of engineering from the University of Science made the Foundation, received the degree of Institute of Technology made was brought to the

The Rotary Fellowship program was inaugurated in 1947, and awards have been given to 384 young men from 47 countries. The winners were students from Hungary, Austria, and North, and 19 countries. The number of openings for any- along expert to the potentialities in the Rotar. The Foundation looks forward to a noteworthy victory next year.
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